Maximum Sample Space and DIP Dimensions

- Gore Coax
  - Head Termination: SMA 1, 2
- Lakeshore-Type SS Coax
  - 40 Ohm Impedance @10MHz
  - 23.62 Ohm/m Conductor Resistance
  - 173.9 pF/m Capacitance
  - Head Termination: BNC 1, 2, 3, 4
- 16 BeCu Twisted Pair
  - 32 Conductor
  - 32 Ohm/conductor
  - Head Termination: 32-pin MIL-C-26482
- Aux BeCu Twisted Pair
  - (not connected to DIP socket)
  - Head Termination: 19-pin MIL-C-26482
  - (typ. via banana jack off temp. contr. cable)

Units = mm [inch]